Personal Identity In Theological Perspective
philosophical review - university of san diego home pages - personal identity, w e can, i think, describe
cases in which, though we know the answer to every other question, we have no idea how to answer a
question about personal identity. these cases are not covered by the criteria of personal identity that we
actually personal identity: an introduction - routledge - personal identity: an introduction the syllabus
asks two questions about personal identity: what does it take to be a person? and what does it take to persist
as the same person over time? our focus shall be primarily on the second, and even then, we will follow just
one thread of thought – there are many others. a first distinction personal identity: physical and
psychological continuity ... - personal identity: physical and psychological continuity theories a first
distinction in order to understand what is at issue in personal identity, it is important to distinguish between
numerical identity and qualitative identity. throughout life, we change what we are like as people. locke’s
psychological theory of personal identity - 2.3 persons and immaterial souls one of the competitors to
locke’s view is the view that personal identity is guaranteed not by connections of memory, but by sameness
of immaterial soul. hume on personal identity - rintintinlorado - hume on personal identity 1. argument
against identity: david hume, true to his extreme skepticism, rejects the notion of identity over time. there are
no underlying objects. there are no “persons” that continue to exist over time. theories of personal identity
- virginia tech - 1 dialogue on personal identity & immortality& immortality theories of personal identity •
same soul theory: a person at one time is the very same person as a person at a later time if and only if they
have the very same immaterial soulvery same immaterial soul. self and identity - usc dana and david
dornsife college of ... - of self or identity. so what is this self (or identity) that is so important? self and
identity researchers have long believed that the self is both a product of situations and a shaper of behavior in
situations. making sense of oneself-who one is, was, and may become, and therefore the path one should take
in the world-is a core self-project. personal identity and immortality - university of kentucky - personal
identity consists in sameness of immaterial soul.”) (b) second night in the second night, miller tries a new tack,
arguing for a “stage theory” of personal identity. this is really just another form of locke’s memory theory.
miller: “a person is just a whole
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